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Hope springs eternal never rang 
so true, as the world anticipates 
a collective exhale. Our Spring/
Summer style trends promise 
renewal, sun-kissed optimism,  
and the freshness your brand 
needs for 2021.
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Crisp linen, french blue  
and classic khaki usher in  
the fresh breath of summer. 
We’re longing to enjoy life’s simplest 
pleasures this season. Immersed in nature 
with the wind in our faces, Breeze is about 
liberating our senses to feel with abandon. 
These timeless looks are so effortless and 
chic – perfect for a wind-swept day chilling 
on a boat or in a cafe.
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8 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

A classic palette reminiscent  
of carefree days in the harbor.

All-natural fabrics like cotton, 
linen, and silk are not only 
versatile, they’re light and 
airy even on a scorching day.

Blanket Tote Outdoor  
Picnic Blanket
Morning dew or sand don’t stand a chance 
against this blanket, a cozy portable picnic 
blanket with a soft fleece topside and  
water-resistant underside.

Surrey 
Bookbound 
Journal
Write your daily 
notes in this padded 
faux-leather journal 
featuring matching 
stitching and lappet 
closure.

Allmade Unisex 
Organic Cotton Tee
Feel your impact in this crazy-
soft sustainable tee that uses an 
equivalent of up to 6 recycled 
plastic water bottles.

Petal Thermal 
Tumbler
The 20.9 oz Petal Tumbler features 
a stainless steel thermal interior 
and a push-on lid with a swivel 
sipping top.

Double Dip 
Wireless Speaker
The Double Dip is a wireless 
speaker that features built-in 
dual woofers which give it 
great sound quality.

Alternative 
Champ Eco-Fleece 
Sweatshirt
Stay comfy in this trendy  
eco-fleece crewneck sweatshirt 
that uses recycled polyester. 
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11ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

A brand that’s intentional 
exudes confidence and is 
unafraid to explore new paths – 
all while staying true to itself. 

Coronado Canvas and 
Willow Basket Tote
Made from willow and canvas, and with 
a fully-lined interior, this tote is ready for 
any adventure.

Nantucket Cotton 
Boat Tote
Classic, cotton tote with a large 
compartment that’s perfect for 
your next weekend getaway.

Asiago Cheese 
Cutting Board & 
Tools Set
A unique, eco-friendly rubberwood 
split-level cutting board with four 
fully-contained brushed stainless 
steel cheese tools.

SoYoung  
Lunch Poche
It’s time to stop using shopping 
bags to carry your lunch and 
elevate it with a fashion forward 
reusable bag.

SoYoung  
Beauty Poche
This pouch is perfect for keeping 
your favorite make-up in one place 
while you’re on the move.

SoYoung Wine 
Cooler
Keep your beverages 
chilled on-the-go with 
this new stylish and 
sustainable Wine Cooler.
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12 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Easy yet refined statements 
that work in the city streets 
and by the sea.

Suja Bring Your Own 
The Healthy Set
Keep your meals and snacks fresh 
and cool for hours with this set 
that includes the Midori Bamboo 
Cooler and the Sarada Bento Box.

Sport-Tek Sport-Wick 
Flex Fleece 1/4-Zip
Lightweight with stretch, this fleece 
has a cotton hand, wicks moisture and 
delivers trend-right style. Available in 
Mens & Womens. 

Lula’s Garden 
Plants
This eco-friendly, pre-potted, 
succulent garden arrives in 
a self-sustaining gift box that 
is uniquely designed to serve 
as a planter. Various plants 
available.

Next Level Unisex 
Beach Fleece 
Pullover Hoodie
Enjoy the cool beach winds with 
this pullover hoodie that is soft 
inside and out with 80% cotton.

Boundary Natural 
Bamboo Bluetooth 
Speaker
This speaker is made out of 
bamboo and delivers up to 8 hours 
of playback time at max volume!

Rhombus  
Signature Duffel
Ideal for a weekend trip, it’s made 
with the strength of cotton canvas 
material and features stylish genuine 
leather handles and an adjustable 
shoulder strap.
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15ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Breeze is about slowing down 
time, enjoying the outdoors 
and sharing meals with 
loved ones. Take your picnic 
to the next level with this 
season’s selects - sure to 
make a splash on land or at 
sea. Our team curates highly 
functional, eco-friendly and 
stylish products designed to 
elevate your brand. 

Ogio Endurance Nexus 
1/4-Zip Pullover
Perfect for your workout or the 
outdoors, this pullover is lightweight 
and features stay-cool wicking 
material and zoned ventilation. 
Available in Mens & Womens. 

Brie Cheese Cutting Board 
& Tools Set 
It’s a split-level cutting board made from eco-
friendly rubberwood with a swivel-connected 
box containing three cheese tools.

Cape Cotton Boat Tote
Take this cotton tote on you next 
beach or boat outing and stuff the 
large compartment with all your 
outdoor essentials.

Celeste  
Ceramic Mug
This stylish hand painted 
mug is designed to hold your 
favorite warm beverage at any 
time of day.

S’well Teakwood 
Shaker Set
The Shaker Set comes with 
a stainless steel lid, cap 
and jigger to help make 
the perfectly balanced and 
refreshing cocktail.

Rume Recycled 
Backpack
This sustainable backpack is not 
only lightweight and portable, it’s 
also made with recycled polyester.
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Elegance blossoms  
with cheery florals  
and chunky accents.
Lose yourself in a field of flowers on 
a sun-drenched day, and the serene 
happiness that overtakes you is this 
trend. Combine floral fabrics with 
vibrant, sassy accessories, and you’ll 
capture the magic of Spring. 
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20 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

A blossoming palette and  
the freshest swag sure to put 
that spring in your step.

Cloudless days and fragrant 
gardens inspire big dreams  
and far away gazes. Go ahead,  
get lost in the moment.

Paper Mate Inkjoy 
Gel Pen
Quick-drying Paper Mate InkJoy 
Gel Pens dries 3X faster so smears 
run in fear.

Champion Double 
Dry Eco Hooded 
Sweatshirt
Stay warm on your next outing 
with this eco hooded sweatshirt 
made up of 5% recycled polyester 
from plastic bottles.

Elemental 
20oz Bottle
This 20oz bottle features 
a partially removable 
strap which you can 
attach to your bag to 
make transportation  
a breeze.

Doggie 
Bandana
This classic tie-on 
bandana is the perfect 
accessory for your 
dapper dog.

TravisMathew  
Newport 1/4-Zip Fleece
The lightweight warmth of this ultra-soft 
fleece pullover will keep you in the comfort 
zone all day long.

Estelle Colored 
Stemless Wine 
Glasses
Enjoy your wine in this 
stunning hand-blown 
colored drinking cup made 
by glass artisans in Poland.

Field & Co. 16oz 
Cotton Canvas 
Convertible Tote
Versatile on-trend tote that 
converts into a backpack. 
Rucksack top main 
compartment with front  
snap closure pocket.

Tea Chest Herbal 
Assortment 
Tea Forté handcrafted, high 
quality tea blends in pyramid 
form make for an exceptional 
tea experience.
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23ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Flowy fabulousness and 
casual chic that are stylish 
for work or play are the 
essence of this trend. 
Our team has handpicked 
fashion-forward accessories 
to complement the look or 
keep you organized so you 
can effortlessly be yourself.

S’well Moonstone 
18oz Tumbler
With a slide-open lid and triple-
layered, vacuum-insulated 
technology designed to keep 
beverages colder or hotter, 
longer than all the rest.

S’well Smokey 
17oz Bottle
Featured in a durable stone-
like texture for added grip, the 
muted color palette simulates 
the raw minerals.

Moleskine Hard 
Cover Ruled 
Notebook
Reliable travel companion perfect 
for notes, sketches and thoughts. 

Marine Layer 
Afternoon Hoodie
This lightweight, durable, soft 
hoodie is fleeced on the inside to 
keep you cozy all year long.

Parktake Foods Ginger Snaps
These vegan, allergy-friendly & non-GMO  
cookies are full of ginger, spice, and  
everything nice! Available in other flavors.

Rhombus Signature 
Travel Kit
Whether you’re taking a weekend 
vacation, or flying across country, 
you can take all your important 
toiletries inside this lightweight 
canvas bag.

Moop Backpack No.1 
The Backpack No.1 holds all your 
go-to essentials and is meant for 
journeys far and wide. 

LVL Dopp Kit
It’s crafted from premium crosshatch vegan 
leather creating a luxury travel accessory  
with full-color print available.
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24 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Live summer out loud, and 
outside! Revealing the layers 
of your brand personality – 
including your playful side 
– makes it relatable and 
magnetic. Make your brand 
shine brighter than ever with 
vibrant goods in premium 
materials like durable canvas 
and luxuriously soft cotton.

Fifty/Fifty 34oz 
Bottle with  
3 Finger Lid
The optimal companion for 
hikes or working out with a 
larger volume design. 

Burt’s Bees Lip 
Balm with Neoprene 
Keychain Holder
Come to the aid of dry, chapped 
and unmoisturized lips with a 
Burt’s Bees Beeswax Lip Balm.

Beyond Yoga 
Spacedye 
Legging
This essential item is the 
go-to piece you will want 
to wear every single day 
(and you can).

Next Level Unisex 
Cotton Tee
Next Level cotton tee doesn’t 
disappoint with 100% combed 
ringspun cotton that’s fashionable 
and comfy.

Rhombus Boat 
Weekender Stripe
A classic travel bag design 
with heavy canvas is perfect for 
weekend excursions or when 
lugging essentials.

Champion Blanket
This soft blanket is made with a 
majority of cotton and features a 
fully hemmed jersey binding and 
the Champion logo.

Paper Mate Flair Pen
A felt-tip pen ideal for everyday 
writing and drawing with acid-free, 
water-based ink.
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27ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

The divine scent and alluring  
florals of spring inspire beauty,  
self-care, and sexy sophistication 
from day to night.

Beyond Yoga Spacedye 
Biker Short
Get in gear with our new biker short. 
Add this piece to your fashion cycle,  
it’s chic on all levels. 

SoYoung 
Beauty Poche
This pouch is perfect 
for keeping your 
favorite make-up in  
one place while you’re 
on the move.

Reclaim RPET 
Wireless Charging 
Writing Pad
Charge your smartphone 
without the cables with the 5000 
mAh rechargeable powerbank 
included in this recycled PET 
writing pad.

Carhartt® Foundry  
Series Duffel
This water-shedding 20” duffel has  
a straightforward design that doesn’t  
mess around.

Golde Papaya 
Bright Face Mask
With natural papaya enzymes, 
the powder-to-gel formula 
gently exfoliates to reveal 
radiant skin.

Golde Original 
Turmeric Latte 
Blend
Enjoy this powder blend 
of 6 essential superfoods 
to support skin glow, 
debloating, and immunity.

Modern Sprout 
Glow & Grow Live 
Well Gift Set
This candle transforms into 
a planter after the flame 
burns down and includes a 
complete kit to grow flowers 
or aloe.
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Sizzling meets sultry,  
with big city grit  
and sophistication.
Sunburnt skies and sweltering streets reveal 
summer’s edgy side, with leather and pewter 
materials accented by blazingly chic rust tones. 
This trend is for leaders: unapologetically 
intense and brazenly audacious.
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32 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Rich pleathers and fishnet-
inspired textures are in 
abundance – from fabrics, 
to macrame handbags, and 
chunky black shoes.

Basecamp Mesh Tote
Enjoy the beach or park with this stylish 
tote that features all around molle webbing 
accents and twisted fashion paracord 
webbing straps. 

Terrex Sport Bag
Hit the gym in style with this sporty bag designed 
to hold all your workout essentials.

Mophie Dual 
Wireless 
Charging Pad
Universal wireless dual 
charging pad that charges 
up to two devices and an 
additional USB device.

Lapgear Sidekick 
Lap Desk
Fitting most 15.6” laptops, the 
sleek carbon-textured surface 
comes with a wrist rest and built-
in, precision-tracking mousepad.

JBL Go 3 Bluetooth 
Portable Speaker 
JBL Go 3 is waterproof and 
dustproof so you can keep 
listening in rain or shine.

Luminous 2.0  
LED Charger
This 8,000 mAh charger 
features a digital capacity 
display, dual USB-A outputs, 
and both android and lightning 
adapter charging inputs.
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35ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Some call it passion, others 
call it resolve. You’re driven  
to achieve greatness and can’t 
be bothered with superficial 
labels. Go straight from the 
boardroom to the boardwalk 
with premium, practical,  
time-tested essentials.

Smolder evokes fierce 
intention and brand 
authenticity.

Hex Matrix Mesh 
Waist Pack
Keep your essentials close by with 
this trendy mesh waist pack that 
has premium exterior material and 
is treated for water resistance.

Skullcandy Jib True  
Wireless Earbud
Features built in music controls, dual microphones, 
and can activate your voice assistance without 
touching your phone.

Lume Cube Panel Mini with 
Suction Computer Mount
The mini cube will brighten up your next Video 
Call and help you look your best.

Nike Heritage  
86 Cap
Made from durable cotton twill, 
this unstructured, mid-profile 
cap has embroidered eyelets for 
enhanced breathability. 

Sport-Tek PosiCharge 
Strive Polo
Inspired by streetwear, these elevated 
heathered polos have a soft hand, wick 
moisture and keep logos and colors vibrant.

Anker® PowerWave 
7.5W Stand Qi 
Wireless Charger
This charging stand provides 10W 
high-speed charging for Samsung 
Galaxy, while iPhones get a 
boosted 7.5W charge.

Rume Recycled 
Duffel
This sustainable duffel is 
not only lightweight and 
portable, it’s also made 
with recycled  
polyester.
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36 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

This ultra high-fashion 
vibe is bold yet sleek, 
mixing mesh and metallics 
with sassy fringe and 
alluring leg slits. 

H2Go Retro
Stay hydrated with this unique 
retro bottle design that includes a 
soft-touch grip for easy drinking. 

Suca Vacuum 
Wine Stopper
With the easy to use, push-
type vacuum pump, your wine 
is kept fresh for up to 30 days.

Herschel Alder  
Crossbody
This versatile crossbody features a clip-fastened 
strap allowing it to be carried as a clutch or used 
to keep items organized within your bag.

Mophie 3-in-1 Wireless 
Charging Pad
Universal wireless charging pad that charges up 
to three devices all at once.

Bella Canvas 
Unisex Jersey 
Tee
Modeled after the classic 
tee, this cotton crewneck 
jersey is slim, classic and 
super soft.

Reusable Pet Hair 
Remover
Simply run the brush on furniture 
or clothing to collect hair and lint 
then slide it into the base and 
watch it come out hair and lint 
free.

Skullcandy 
Fuelbase 
Charging Pad
Plug this pad into a power 
source and you’ll never 
have to plug your devices 
into one again.
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39ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Fans and followers flock to 
bold visionaries. This sizzling 
look embodies the tenacity  
and courage of a magnetic 
brand leader.

Bodum Pavina  
Glass Set
Made of mouth-blown, heat-
resistant borosilicate glass is 
double walled to keep hot drinks 
hot and cold drinks cold.

Barista 
French Press
Made with heat 
resistant borosilicate 
glass which is 
durable under hot 
temperatures and 
brews up to 12oz of 
coffee.

Sensual Candle Co 
Noire Collection
An 8oz luxury coconut wax blend 
candle that’s hand-poured into 
a matte black container with 
a unique wooden wicks. More 
scents available.

Red Bay Coffee
The Slow Burn dark roast contains 
a blend of Brazilian and Sumatran 
coffees. It offers a nice balance of 
sweetness and a smooth body. 
Available in other roasts & flavors.

Soft Touch  
BBQ Set
Stay prepared for any backyard BBQ 
with this set that includes two prong 
fork, tongs, and a serrated spatula 
with a bottle opener. 

Skullcandy 
Indy ANC 
True Wireless 
Earbuds
With everything from touch 
controls to Active Noise 
Canceling to Personal 
Sound tuning, these 
earbuds are meant for you!

Carhartt Tote  
18-Can Cooler
This insulated cooler will keep 
your food and drinks fresh and 
cool when you’re on-the-go.
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Pastels and bright whites  
so refreshing you’ll be craving  
a poolside sorbet.
Good news: no excuses needed for 
your comfy athleisure at work, even as 
some venture back to the office. Dial up 
the energy for summer with yummy, 
soft pastels and crisp, bright whites to 
complete this blissful look.
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44 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Our expert team has carefully 
curated the freshest trending 
merch to boost your brand.

Sneakers and sweats never 
looked so fine, whether 
you’re dancing in the streets 
or hopping on a Zoom after 
yoga in the park.  

Asobu Thermo Bowl Set
A unique set of thermal dynamic mini serving 
bowls that will keep your cool foods and snacks 
fresh for hours.

h2go Rincon
Sip from this stunning 18oz 
borosilicate glass bottle that 
features a bamboo lid and 
translucent soft touch finish. 

PopGrip Lips
The PopGrip Lips keeps your lip 
balm within reach at all times with 
an easy balm compact built into 
your PopSocket.Estelle Cake Stand

Enjoy your homemade cake on 
this stunning hand-blown colored 
glass stand made by glass artisans 
in Poland.

Ogio Code 
Stretch Polo
Find flexibility in your 
day with this polo that 
not only has stretch 
properties but is also 
moisture-wicking.

Traveler Qi 2.0 
Universal Travel 
Power Bank
Travel the world and keep all 
your devices charged up with the 
Traveler Qi 2.0 power bank.
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47ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Comfort rules, from fresh 
satins to soft cottons and 
those fuzzy slides we’re 
loving slipping into day 
and night. This trend is 
the ideal fit for a dynamic 
brand that loves to lean 
in: active, engaging, and 
oozing vibrant creativity.

Elemental  
20oz Bottle 
This 20oz bottle features a partially 
removable strap which you 
can attach to your bag to make 
transportation a breeze.

Elemental 
Sport Bottle
The bottle is designed 
to be suitable to be used 
in any daily activity, from 
school work, to office 
work, to the gym and a 
short hike.

Anker PowerWave Dual Pad 
Qi Wireless Charger
Charge 2 devices at once with Dual Pad’s twin 
charging surfaces that can charge directly 
through protective cases. 

TravisMathew Rad 
Flexback Cap
This cap is perfect for everyday 
wear and includes TravisMathew 
script logo on the back.

Asobu Dog Bowl 
Bottle
It’s equipped with a detachable 
stainless steel and plastic bowl 
that twists off the base of the 
bottle, when it is time to re-hydrate 
your dog

Vuori Halo  
Essential Hoodie
A classic pullover hooded 
sweatshirt with a cropped length 
and drawstrings paired with the 
softest performance material.
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48 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Supernova  
QI Wireless Pad
The Supernova features a 
smooth, full-color print-ready 
acrylic surface and a thin & 
modern body design.

Pinch Provisions 
Sanitizer Holder
This luxe vegan leather case 
comes with a gold carabiner 
and a full 1 fl. oz. bottle of 
hand sanitizer.

Flip & Tumble 
Reusable 24-7 Bag
From bag to ball, the 24-7 bag is a 
snap to keep with you all the time 
whether grabbing groceries or 
carrying essentials. 

Fifty/Fifty Wine Growler 
and Tumbler Set
Not only does the Gift Set have a sleek 
design, it can keep your wine at the perfect 
drinking temperature all day.

Crunch-It
Simply insert an empty water 
bottle with a tight cap and let your 
dog enjoy the loud “crunching” 
noise during tug-o-war.

Fetch-It
Get ready for some 
bonding & fun with your 
pet! Toss the Fetch-It toy 
and watch your dog run 
and catch with joy. 
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Our excitement and anticipation 
are bubbling like a refreshing fizzy 
drink just poured over ice on a 
steamy summer day.

Elemental 12oz 
Tumbler
Featuring the world’s first 
completely ceramic lid. It 
will make you think you’re 
at home, sipping from your 
favorite coffee mug.

UV Phone Sanitizer 
with Wireless 
Charging Pad
It kills 99% of microorganisms 
tested and uses two UV germicidal 
LED’s for optimal sanitization after 
90 seconds.

Fifty/Fifty 
Champagne 
Flute
Ideal for toasting, this 
7oz flute is sleek and 
narrow which makes  
it a must for every  
special occasion.

Alternative  
Eco-Teddy Baby 
Champ Crewneck 
Sweatshirt
Smooth in look and feel, this 
pullover sweatshirt will take the 
top spot in your closet.

h2go Cerro
Sip from this sleek 20.9 oz 
bottle that features a  
carrying handle with  
silicone matching accent  
and a stainless steel rim.

h2go Lure
Sip from this cool 10oz 
bottle that features a 
dual opening lid and a 
carrying strap for when 
you’re on the go.

Marine Layer  
Re-Spun Crew
This Re-Spun Crew is made with 100% 
recycled materials from old tees donated 
by our community.
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52 ECO-FRIENDLY MORE COLORS AVAILABLE

Let’s make your 
brand shine

CREATIVEMC.COM      TEAM@CREATIVEMC.COM      @CREATIVE.MC

SAN FRANCISCO 
(415) 941-4000

SACRAMENTO 
(415) 780-3010

LOS ANGELES 
(213) 316-9788

PRAGUE 
(420) 257-415-254

BRATISLAVA 
(420) 257-415-254

Our team of experts proudly curates top quality 
corporate swag designed to elevate your brand. 
With offices in the Bay Area, Los Angeles, and 
Europe and partnerships with over 50 premium 
retail brands, we’re honored to handle all your 
custom product and fulfillment needs.


